We study the approximability of the classical quadratic knapsack problem (QKP) on special graph classes. In this case the quadratic terms of the objective function are not given for each pair of knapsack items. Instead an edge weighted graph G = (V, E) whose vertices represent the knapsack items induces a quadratic profit pij for the items i and j whenever they are adjacent in G (i.e (i, j) ∈ E). We show that the problem permits an FPTAS on graphs of bounded treewidth and a PTAS on planar graphs and more generally on H-minor free graphs. This result is shown by adopting a technique of Demaine et al. (2005) . We also show strong N P-hardness of QKP on graphs that are 3-book embeddable, a natural graph class that is related to planar graphs. In addition we will argue that the problem is likely to have a bad approximability behaviour on all graph classes that include the complete graph or contain large cliques. These hardness of approximation results under certain complexity assumptions carry over from the densest k-subgraph problem.
Introduction
In the standard 0-1 knapsack problem (KP) we are given a set of n items each with an integer profit p j and weight w j . We look for a subset of items whose total weight does not exceed a given capacity c and whose total profit is maximized.
If some pairs of items i, j are interdependent and generate a certain synergy, we gain an additional nonnegative profit p ij if both i and j are included in the solution set. This defines the Quadratic Knapsack Problem (QKP), see e.g. Kellerer et al. (2004, Sec.12) or Pisinger (2007) .
To represent which items are in relation to each other, we introduce a graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n and |E| = m. Every vertex v ∈ V corresponds uniquely to an item and an edge (u, v) ∈ E indicates that the two corresponding items yield an additional profit, if they are both included in the solution. We will use vertex and item interchangeable. Using binary variables x j with x j = 1 iff item j is included in the solution, QKP can be defined as follows:
s.t.
x i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , n
W.l.o.g. we can assume that w j ≤ c for all j and for every edge (i, j) ∈ E there is w i + w j ≤ c. Otherwise, items i and j could never be packed together and we can remove the edge (i, j) since its profit p ij could never contribute to any feasible solution.
QKP is a challenging strongly N P-hard problem. Indeed, the notoriously hard maximum clique problem can be reduced to it: Given a graph G, we set w j = 1 and p j = 0 for all j and assign profits p ij = 1 for all (i, j) ∈ E. Solving QKP with c = k, it follows that G contains a clique of size k iff the optimal solution of QKP is
. Going through all values of k (or performing binary search) identifies the maximum clique.
There is a wide range of literature presenting exact solution algorithms for QKP, in particular procedures to derive upper bounds to be used in branch and bound schemes. The currently best performing exact algorithm was given by .
On the other hand, very little is know about the approximation of QKP. It is an open question whether a constant approximation ratio for QKP is possible. Note that for the modified problem, where also negative profit values are allowed, Rader Jr. and Woeginger (2002) showed that no constant approximation ratio can be achieved in polynomial time (under P =N P).
A natural approach to fill this void is the consideration of special cases of QKP, in particular restrictions to graphs with special properties. So far, the only result in this direction is an FPTAS for QKP on series parallel graphs based on dynamic programming given by Rader Jr. and Woeginger (2002) . On the other hand, they show that QKP on so-called vertex series parallel graphs is strongly N P-hard and thus does not permit an FPTAS (under P =N P).
A very special variant of QKP was considered from an approximation point of view by Strusevich (2010, 2012) . They introduced a so-called symmetric quadratic knapsack problem where also pairs of not-included items contribute a quadratic profit and the coefficients p ij have a special multiplicative structure. A recent improvement of their work is due to Xu (2012) .
Connections to the densest k-subgraph problem
It is common in the literature that optimization problems with bad approximation behavior on general graphs are studied on certain restricted graph classes since in many cases it turned out that the approximability on these restricted graph classes can be much better than on a general graph. Very prominent graph classes in this context are trees, graphs of bounded treewidth, planar graphs, chordal graphs and comparability graphs (amongst others). For QKP however this strategy might already fail on proper interval graphs and thus on chordal graphs as well as on many other basic graph classes due to the following connection to the densest k-subgraph problem.
The densest k-subgraph problem on a general graph G = (V, E) asks for an induced subgraph
From a hardness of approximation point of view DkS is a notorious problem. The best known hardness result under P = N P is the strong N P-hardness derived from the maximum clique problem (cf. Feige et al. (2001) ). However under stronger complexity assumptions several inapproximability results were shown in the last years, mostly by using and developing very involved techniques: Feige (2002) ruled out the existence of a PTAS based on an assumption dealing with average-case hardness of random 3-SAT. Khot (2006) ruled out the existence of a PTAS under the assumption that N P does not have randomized subexponential time algorithms. Alon et al. (2011) showed that under a hardness assumption on random k-AND formulas, there will not exist any constant factor approximation for DkS. They also pointed out that Raghavendra et al. (2010) showed the same result under the Small Set Expansion Conjecture. Alon et al. (2011) even proved superconstant hardness of approximation results for DkS under an hardness assumptions dealing with the Hidden Clique problem.
From an approximation point of view any QKP instance on an n vertex graph G can be modelled by the complete graph K n 1 . Make G complete by adding all missing edges and assign a profit of 0 to them. Therefore any DkS instance I can be transformed into a QKP instance J on K n in the following way: for each vertex in I introduce a vertex with weight 1 and profit 0 in J. For each edge in I add the same edge to J with profit 1. Introduce all missing edges with profit 0 in J in order to get a K n and set the capacity c = k. Clearly this simple transformation is approximation preserving.
Therefore we can immediately state the following result.
1 Kn denotes the complete graph with n vertices. Theorem 1. QKP is at least as hard to approximate on any graph class containing graphs with n vertices and cliques of size n ε (for some constant ε) as the densest k-subgraph problem on general graphs.
In particular, Theorem 1 applies to any graph class containing the complete graph. Hence, finding a good approximation algorithm for QKP on one of the following very prominent and basic graph classes would break one of the cited hardness assumption (depending on the quality of the approximation): proper interval graphs and all superclasses such as chordal graphs; graphs of bounded clique-width; comparability and co-comparability graphs; distance hereditary graphs; AT-free graphs.
Since rank-width is bounded iff clique-width is bounded (cf. Oum and Seymour (2006) ), and a complete graph has clique-width 2, the hardness results hold also for graphs of bounded rank-width.
While the above reduction indicates that QKP and DkS have strong similarities in their approximability behavior, this analogy breaks down completely for dense graphs. It was shown by Arora et al. (1999) that there exists a PTAS for DkS on graphs with Ω(n 2 ) edges for k in Ω(n) (and DkS becomes trivial on complete graphs), while an instance of QKP can always be extended to a complete graph by adding edges with profit 0 without gaining anything w.r.t. approximability.
Another breach of analogy occurs e.g. for interval graphs, where DkS permits a PTAS as recently shown by Nonner (2011) while Theorem 1 applies for QKP.
Outlook: It is an interesting open question to find hardness of approximation results for QKP under the standard assumption P = N P. In particular, can one find such a result by using properties of QKP that go beyond DkS? We believe that the global capacity constraint of QKP is not very helpful in showing such a result and thus we conjecture that finding negative approximation results for QKP is as hard as for DkS.
Contributions of this paper
We will make considerable progress in answering the question of approximability for QKP. Our contribution is threefold:
1. An FPTAS for QKP on graphs of bounded treewidth (which includes the class of series parallel graphs) is given in Section 2.
2. For graphs that do not include any fixed graph H as a minor, a PTAS is derived in Section 3. This includes planar graphs.
These two contributions are the first meaningful approximation results for QKP on special graph classes since Rader Jr. and Woeginger (2002) .
3. In Section 4 we show that QKP on 3-book embeddable graphs is strongly N P-hard.
The result on 3-book embeddable graphs is important since this is the first hardness result for QKP which has no connection to the maximum clique problem or closely related variants.
k-book embeddable graphs generalize the concept of planarity in a natural way. Planar graphs are very interesting for DkS, since the complexity status of DkS remains open on them (cf. Chen et al. (2011)) 2 . Note that the standard reduction for showing N P-hardness of DkS, i.e. the reduction from the maximum clique problem, does not work on planar graphs. In any case, our results of Section 3 also imply a PTAS for the densest k-subgraph problem on planar graphs. Overbay (2007) proved that the embedding of a complete graph on n vertices needs a book with ⌈ n 2 ⌉ pages. Therefore, a k-book embeddable graph with constant k can have a maximum clique of size at most 2k and can be found by enumeration. But this means that the reduction of DkS from maximum clique does not work on k-book embeddable graphs with constant k.
Note that the existence of an FPTAS for QKP on planar graphs and, more general, on any H-minor-free graph remains open. However such an FPTAS would optimally solve DkS on planar graphs and thus resolve this long standing open problem.
QKP on Graphs of Bounded Treewidth
In this section we present an FPTAS for graphs of bounded treewidth. Clearly, this includes graphs of bounded pathwidth. The result also extends to graphs of bounded cutwidth and bounded bandwidth, since these parameters are at least as large as the pathwidth (see Bodlaender (1998, Sec. 9) ). The same applies for graphs of bounded branchwidth, which is within a constant factor of the treewidth.
We assume that P is an upper bound on the optimal solution value, e.g. P := n i=1 p i + (i,j)∈E p ij , if no better bound is available. We will show that given a tree-decomposition of constant treewidth k, QKP can be solved by dynamic programming in O(nP 2 ) time. By applying standard rounding arguments this algorithms can be used to derive an FPTAS. Note that the framework and definitions of this section are closely related to Pferschy and Schauer (2009, Sec. 2) , where the knapsack problem with conflict graphs was considered for conflict graphs of bounded treewidth.
Tree Decompositions
Diestel (2006) defines a tree-decomposition of a graph G = (V, E) in the following way: Let T be a tree with vertex set V (T ) where every vertex I ∈ V (T ) corresponds to a subset of V . Formally, let V = (V I ) I∈V (T ) be a family of vertex sets V I ⊆ V (G) indexed by the vertices I of T . By capital letters we refer to vertices from T , whereas by lower case letters we refer to vertices from G. The pair (T, V) is called a tree-decomposition if it satisfies the following three properties:
2. for every edge (u, v) ∈ E(G) there exists I ∈ T such that both u ∈ V I and v ∈ V I .
3. If I 2 lies on the path from
The width of (T, V) is defined as
The treewidth of G is the smallest width of any tree-decomposition of G (Diestel (2006)). Recall that trees have treewidth 1, while e.g. series parallel graphs have treewidth 2.
By Bodlaender (1996) deciding whether a tree-decomposition of treewidth at most k exists, and if so, finding such a tree-decomposition can be done in linear time if k is seen as a constant and not as part of the input.
For algorithmic purposes a specially structured tree-decomposition, namely a nice tree-decomposition turned out to be useful in many applications. This treedecomposition has the property of being a binary tree in which adjacent vertices correspond to vertex sets of G that differ by at most one vertex. One vertex R is considered to be the root of T and each vertex I ∈ T is of one of the following four types (Bodlaender and Koster (2008) ):
• Leaf : vertex I is a leaf of T and |V I | = 1.
• Join : vertex I has exactly two children J 1 and J 2 , and V I = V J1 = V J2 .
• Introduce : vertex I has exactly one child J, and there is a vertex v ∈ V with V I = V J ∪ {v}.
• Forget : vertex I has exactly one child J, and there is a vertex v ∈ V with
Furthermore, given an arbitrary tree-decomposition of width k, Bodlaender and Koster (2008) described how to find a nice tree-decomposition of width at most k with O(n) tree vertices in linear time. For some vertex I of T we denote by (T (I), V) the tree-decomposition limited to the subtree T (I) of T rooted in I. Clearly (T (I), V) is no longer a tree-decomposition of G. Let furthermore G I be the subgraph of G that is induced by (T (I), V), more precisely by J∈T (I) V J .
Dynamic Programming Algorithm
Let (T, V) be a nice tree-decomposition of G of bounded treewidth k. For some vertex J in T , let U J be the set of subsets S of vertices from V J with the property that i∈S w i ≤ c (U J includes the empty set ∅). Now we define the following function for a dynamic programming approach:
Let f S d (J) be the minimum weight of an item set including the set S ⊆ V J with total profit equal to d, while considering only the limited tree-decomposition (T (J), V).
Related to the approach pursued in Bodlaender and Koster (2008) and Pferschy and Schauer (2009) we solve QKP by algorithm AlgQBT described as Algorithm 1. AlgQBT processes the given tree-decomposition in depth-first order. The optimal solution is finally represented by an entry of the dynamic programming array for the root vertex R of the tree-decomposition with maximum profit d and feasible weight, i.e. f 
Proof.
Given a nice tree-decomposition we will show by an induction like procedure that for each vertex I ∈ T AlgQBT computes an optimal solution for the subgraph G I of G. First the optimality is proved for leaf vertices of T . Then for each inner vertex J ∈ T the optimality of G J will be proved, given that for the at most two children I 1 and I 2 of J the induced subgraphs G I1 and G I2 are solved optimally. Since G = G R the result follows.
Leaf vertices.
By the depth-first search structure of the recursion, some leaf vertex I of T is the first vertex processed by AlgQBT. By definition of a nice tree-decomposition, V I consists of exactly one vertex v ∈ G, so G I equals a subgraph containing only v. By (a) in Algorithm 1 when including v into the knapsack solution (constrained to G I ) the only possible profit d = p v has weight w v .
Inner vertices.
Introduce with respect to vertex v. Let I be an Introduce (line (b) in AlgQBT) with child vertex J. By assumption AlgQBT computed the solutions for G J optimally. Since G I \{v} = G J , all solutions in G I not containing v were already computed in G J and hence remain optimal also for G I . If a solution contains v the algorithm correctly computes the minimum weight for each profit value d: all neighbors of v in G I are included in I, otherwise we would get a contradiction to property 2 and 3 of a tree-decomposition. Finally, the optimality follows since the profit contributed by vertex v and a set S ⊆ V I is given by
for J ∈ children(R):
for d ∈ [0, P ] and for all S ∈ U J : if J is the first child of R being processed: Join. Let I be a Join with children J 1 and J 2 (line (e) in AlgQBT). For the first child the correctness is obvious. For the second child, AlgQBT calculates for each set S ∈ V I the minimum weight of a knapsack solution leading to a profit of d by computing in (g) the minimum over all possible combinations of weights from the subgraphs G J1 and G J2 . By assumption both of these parts are optimal and by property 2 and 3 of a tree-decomposition the intersection of the neighborhood N (G J1 \ G(V I )) with G J2 \ G(V I ) is the empty set (G(V I ) denotes the subgraph of G induced by V I ), i.e. all connections between G J1 and G J2 are induced by vertices of V I . Hence, we did not loose any quadratic profit terms by combining solutions of the different parts of the Join. Proof. Time Complexity. Since the nice tree-decomposition has O(n) vertices, AlgQBT consists of O(n) recursive calls (f ) in Algorithm 1. Since for each vertex set V I , I ∈ T , at most 2 k+1 subsets of vertices of G have to be considered, AlgQBT computes solutions for O(2 k ) subsets S ⊆ V I and O(P ) profit values in each line where the dynamic programming array is updated. All these updates can be performed in constant time with the exception of part (g). There we take for each profit value the minimum over d + 1 combinations of weights for each profit value. Thus, each evaluation of part (g) requires O(P ) time and the overall time complexity follows.
Space Complexity. For each vertex I ∈ T , each feasible subset S ⊆ V I and each profit d the minimum weight is stored yielding a space complexity of O(2 k nP ).
FPTAS for QKP on Graphs of Bounded Treewidth
A fully polynomial approximation scheme for QKP on graphs of bounded treewidth can be derived by applying the standard rounding argument for the knapsack problem (cf. Kellerer et al. (2004, Sec. 2.6) or Rader Jr. and Woeginger (2002) ) to the dynamic programming algorithm AlgQBT. The profits p j and p ij are replaced by scaled profitsp j := ⌊ pj K ⌋ andp ij := ⌊ pij K ⌋, for some K to be defined later. Then the problem is solved to optimality by AlgQBT with the scaled profit values yielding an optimal solution setX. Generally, this set will be different from the solution set X * which optimizes the original instance with a solution value of z * . The setX is taken as an approximate solution with solution value z A obtained for the original profits. Clearly z A ≤ z * . Then one gets the following chain of inequalities, where E(X) ⊆ E denotes the edges induced by a vertex set X ⊆ V .
To bound the relative error of the approximation algorithm by a given value ε we get the following inequality:
Define the largest coefficient of the objective function as p max := max {max{p j | j = 1, . . . , n}, max{p ij | (i, j) ∈ E}}. Clearly, z * ≥ p max , since each single item and each pair of items (i, j) ∈ E is a feasible solution. Choosing K := ε pmax n+m trivially satisfies the required condition.
Furthermore, in the running time and space complexity of AlgQBT the trivial upper bound P can be replaced for the scaled instance in the following way: the optimal solution valuez of the scaled problem instance is bounded bỹ
Therefore, in the running time bound for the FPTAS derived from algorithm AlgQBT one can replace the factor P by The number of edges m can be bounded by the following well-known fact (see e.g. Rose (1974) ).
Proposition 4. For a graph G = (V, E) of treewidth at most k, the number of edges can be bounded by
Thus, the upper bound on P given in (4) is in O(
2 ε ) and the complexity of the FPTAS can be stated as follows. 
PTAS for QKP on Certain Graph Classes
An important graph class for which QKP was not considered yet is the class of planar graphs. It is well known that this class can be defined by forbidding the K 3,3 and the K 5 as a minor.
3 In this section we will show that planar graphs admit a PTAS for QKP. More generally, by applying a structural result of Demaine et al. (2005) we will show that a PTAS exists for QKP on all graph classes defined by a fixed excluded minor H. By Lovász (2006) a graph H is a minor of G if H can be obtained by successively applying the following three operations on G: deleting isolated vertices, deleting edges and contracting edges. Moreover a class of graphs C is called H-minor free if the graph H is not a minor of any of the graphs of C. Demaine et al. (2005) showed the following decomposition theorem:
Theorem 6. Demaine et al. (2005, Theorem 3 .1) For a fixed graph H, there is a constant c H such that, for any integer k ≥ 2 and for every H-minor-free graph G, the vertices of G can be partitioned into k sets such that any k − 1 of the sets induce a graph of treewidth at most c H k. Furthermore, such a partition can be found in polynomial time.
We can use this decomposition to obtain a PTAS for QKP under the same scenario.
Theorem 7. There is a PTAS for QKP on H-minor-free graphs for any fixed graph H.

Proof.
We first compute in polynomial time a decomposition of V into k (which will be determined later) disjoint subsets V 1 , . . . , V k as given by Theorem 6. Each vertex set V j induces an edge set E j . For each subset ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , k} we define byĒ ℓ the set of edges between V ℓ and V \ V ℓ , i.e. the edges joining V ℓ with other subsets V j , j = ℓ. Removing all edges inĒ ℓ from the graph we obtain a graph G ′ ℓ consisting of the graph induced by the k − 1 remaining sets of vertices of the partition and a disconnected part induced by V ℓ . According to Theorem 6 both of these two parts have bounded treewidth and so has their union G ′ ℓ . For the optimal variable values x * i the optimal solution value of QKP on G can be written as
where the second term sums up all edges within one subset V ℓ while the third term sums over all edges between V ℓ and all other subsets. Since G is an undirected graph, every edge appears twice in the latter expression which necessitates the factor 1 2 .
3 K a,b denotes a complete bipartite graph with vertex sets containing a resp. b vertices.
Choosing
we obtain the set V ℓ * with the smallest profit contribution of edges between V ℓ * and all other subsets. By the usual averaging argument we have
Removing all edges inĒ ℓ * we obtain a graph G ′ ℓ * of bounded treewidth (see above). The optimal solution of QKP on this reduced graph G ′ ℓ * yields an optimal solution value z ℓ * which can be bounded by (7)
(x * i still denotes the optimal solution on the full graph.) Bounding generously with only the third term of (5) we get
Since we cannot find the optimal solution of QKP on G ′ ℓ * in polynomial time, we have to make use of the FPTAS from Theorem 5 to compute a δ-approximation z A of z ℓ * . This yields
For δ := ε 2 and k := ⌈ 2 ε ⌉ + 2 we get z A ≥ (1 − ε)z * as required for a PTAS.
Of course, we can not find ℓ * without knowing the optimal solution. Instead, we ge through all k possible choices of ℓ * and run the PTAS on each candidate graph G ′ ℓ for ℓ = 1, . . . , k. Taking the best of these k approximate solution values guarantees a solution value at least as large as z A .
Planar graphs are a subclass of K 3,3 -minor free (resp. K 5 -minor free) graphs. Thus, Theorem 6 and therefore our algorithm apply to planar graphs as well. However the above PTAS for the case of a planar graph G could be simplified by a construction closely related to Baker's approach described in Baker (1994) . In fact, taking a planar embedding of the graph, certain layers of vertices can be removed in order to get a k-outerplanar subgraph of the original graph, which is known to have treewidth at most 3k − 1 (cf. Bodlaender (1996) ).
Going through all k possible choices of removing layers, we have to solve k times an FPTAS on such a graph of treewidth 3k − 1. Plugging in the result of Theorem 5 for treewidth 3⌈ 2 ε ⌉ + 5 and accuracy ε 2 yields the following result.
Corollary 8. There is a PTAS for QKP on planar graphs with running time
Applying the simple, approximation preserving reduction from Section 1.1 we can also state the following consequence of Theorem 7:
Corollary 9. There is a PTAS for DkS on H-minor-free graphs for any fixed graph H (and thus on planar graphs).
Hardness for 3-book embeddings
In this section, we show that QKP is strongly N P-hard on graphs that are 3-book embeddable. This result is interesting since a k-book embedding generalizes the concept of planar graphs (however not characterized by forbidden minors). Furthermore the N P-hardness proofs for densest k subgraph and QKP on special graph classes presented in the literature are based on the maximum clique problem or on closely related variants (cf. Rader Jr. and Woeginger (2002), Corneil and Perl (1984) ), whereas our reduction follows a completely different approach.
A k-book consists of k half planes, called pages, whose common intersection is a line, called the spine. A k-book embedding of a graph G = (V, E) is an embedding of G into a k-book such that all vertices are arranged on the spine and each edge e = (u, v) is embedded into a unique page where the intersection of e with the spine consists only of u and v (cf. Chung et al. (1987) ). Clearly every graph has a |E|-book embedding. For planar graphs it was shown by Yannakakis (1989) that a book of four pages is sufficient for an embedding.
It is an open question whether four pages are also necessary, as conjectured in Yannakakis (1989) .
It is easy to see that graphs with a 1-book embedding are exactly the outerplanar graphs (join the two ends of the spine). Since outerplanar graphs have treewidth at most 2, it follows from Theorem 5 that there is an FPTAS for QKP on 1-book embeddable graphs.
2-book embeddable graphs are known to be a subclass of planar graphs (see further below). Thus, Theorem 7 (or Corollary 8) implies a PTAS for QKP on 2-book embeddable graphs, while the existence of an FPTAS remains an open question.
The main result of this section rules out an FPTAS for QKP on 3-book embeddable graphs. However, the existence of a PTAS remains open. The same situation applies for arbitrary k-book embeddable graphs with k ≥ 4 and QKP in general.
In our hardness proof we will reduce a special variant of 3SAT to QKP on 3-book embeddable graphs: Moore and Robson (2001) showed that Cubic Planar Let I be an instance of CPM-1-3-SAT and G SAT its corresponding graph. Kainen and Overbay (2003) showed that any planar graph with girth (shortest cycle) > 3 is a subgraph of a planar Hamiltonian graph. Moreover it is well known that a graph is 2-book embeddable if and only if it is the subgraph of a planar Hamiltonian graph (cf. Bernhart and Kainen (1979) ). Therefore G SAT , which is bipartite and thus has no cycle of length 3, has a 2-book embedding.
In the following proof we will transform this 2-book embedding of the CPM-1-3-SAT instance I into a QKP instance J defined on a graph G J that is 3-book embeddable. Note that the transformation will not preserve planarity.
The construction of G J Let G SAT be represented by a 2-book embedding as in Figure 1 (here the dots represent vertices and the squares clauses). We first represent the vertices x i of G SAT by vertices x ) gets associated a profit of n 15 and an edge (c ℓ jk , c ℓ+1 jk ) gets associated a profit of n 9 . Note that after this duplication procedure on layers 1 and n + 5 two book pages remain unused, whereas on all other layers only one book page remains unused. On one remaining book page of layer 1 we connect all verticesx 1 i with the corresponding vertex c 1 ji , whenever variable x i occurs in clause c j (see Figure 4 , curvy edges) and a weight of n 3 is assigned to these edges. On layer 5 + i we connect x 5+i i to allx 5+i j with j = i and associate a profit of n 6 to these edges (cf. Figure 5 for layer 7).
x l x k x f c j x jf Figure 6 : Representing adjacent vertices of G SAT Next we represent the edges of page 1 of G SAT on one remaining page of layer 2 and 3 of G J . The construction for the case that all edges incident to c j in G SAT are embedded into one book page is shown in Figure 6 , where again all four possible position patterns of the variables x k , x f and x l and the clause c j on the spine of G SAT are considered. The same construction works for page 2 and layers 4 and 5. Note that the cases where the edges incident to a clause c j are embedded into both pages of G SAT can be handled by a similar construction: the only difference is that all missing edges on page 1 (resp. page 2) are ignored when constructing G J . All the edges introduced get associated a profit of 1. Table 1 recalls all profits and weights for all vertices and edges of G J introduced so far.
QKP on 3-book embeddable graphs is stronglyN P-hard.
Before showing the main result of this section we need two simple technical Lemmata.
Lemma 10. Let G be a bipartite graph with vertex sets (A = {a 1 , . . . , a n }∪B = {b 1 , . . . , b n }). Table 1 : The weights and profits of G J , all k are from 1 to 5 + n.
Proof.
The condition of the statement requires that each a i ∈ A ′ is connected to all vertices of B ′ , which is not the case for a i and b i .
Lemma 11. Let G be a graph that is composed by l disjoint paths of length k −1 and i < l. Then any subgraphḠ on k · i vertices with the maximum number of induced edges consists of i disjoint paths of length k − 1.
For every component of the selected subgraphḠ with j vertices the number of induced edges equals j − 1. Therefore maximizing the number of induced edges is equivalent to minimizing the number of connected components ofḠ. Since G consists of l connected components with k vertices taking i of them minimizes the number of connected components of any subgraph on k · i vertices.
In the proof of Theorem 15 will show that an instance I of CPM-1-3-SAT has a feasible truth assignment if and only if the corresponding QKP instance J with graph G J and has a solution set S J fulfilling the following capacity bound c J with total profit value at least p J :
c J := (5 + n) n 3 n 24 + 2n 3 n 18 + 2nn 12 p J := (5 + n) n 3 n 24 + 2n 3 n 18 + 2nn 12 + (4 + n) n 3 n 21 + + 2n 3 n 15 + 2nn 9 + n 3 · 2n 3 · n 6 + 2nn 3 + 2n
Therefore, the only way to generate a total profit of 2n · n 3 is the inclusion of all verticesx Theorem 15. QKP defined on 3-book embeddable graphs is strongly N P-hard.
Let I be an instance of CPM-1-3-SAT and J the corresponding QKP instance as defined above. We will show that I has a feasible truth assignment if and only if instance J has a feasible solution with objective value at least p J and weight at most c J .
In Lemma 12 -14 we identified the structure of a feasible QKP solution implied by the profit and weight bounds. In the remainder of the proof we can concentrate on edges with profit 1 and ignore all other edges.
" ⇐= "
The profit bound p J implies that any solution S J to J contains 2n edges of profit 1. By Lemma 12, we know that the same n 3 vertices x k i (w.r.t. i) are chosen from each layer k.
By the construction of G J (cf. Figure 6 ) we know that for each i there are exactly 6 neighbors c k jf connected to x k i over all layers k (in fact these are all found in layers 2, . . . , 5) with an edge of profit 1. Hence all these neighbors have to be included in S J to get a total profit of 2n.
We can construct a solution to I as follows: whenever x 1 i is in S J , we set x i to TRUE. We get that I contains exactly n 3 variables set to TRUE and that I is a feasible instance: assume that there is a clause c j that has more than one variable set TRUE (denote them x i and x f ). This means that for some layer k ∈ {2, . . . , 5} also c k jf is in S J , since x k i is connected to c k jf . It follows from Lemma 14 that now alsox k f is included in S J , in contradiction to Lemma 13. If there is a clause with no variable set TRUE we get by the pigeon-hole principle that one clause must contain more than one variable set TRUE, again leading to a contradiction.
" =⇒ "
Let I be a feasible. If x i is TRUE, include x k i in S J for all layers k, otherwise includex k i and c k ji in S J . It is easy to check that S J is a feasible QKP solution fulfilling the weight and profit bounds c J and p J .
